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Abstract

Time-series cross-sectional (TSCS) data have played an increasingly important role in empirical
political science research. e appeal of such repeatedmeasurements is obvious: TSCS data allow
for more powerful estimation of causal effect by pooling across time periods. However, this can
also lead to confusion regarding which causal questions can be answered and which methods
can answer them. In this paper, we demonstrate that a weighting approach to causal inference
can estimate a wide array of causal quantities of interest and that other, more commonly used
approaches tend to perform poorly in the TSCS setting. We demonstrate these methods with an
application to the relationship between democracy and war.
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 Introduction

Time-series cross-sectional (TSCS) data have played an increasingly important role in empirical po-

litical science research. e appeal of such repeated measurements is obvious: TSCS data allow for

the identi cation and estimation of causal effects drawing on a larger pool of information than purely

cross-sectional data. ey also give researchers the power to ask a richer set of causal questions. How-

ever, this multitude of options can also lead to confusion regarding which causal questions can be

answered and which methods can answer them.

In this paper, we demonstrate that a weighting approach to causal inference can estimate a wide

array of causal quantities of interest and that other more commonly used approaches tend to perform

poorly in the TSCS setting. We distinguish between the immediate impact of contemporaneous ef-

fects and themore general, potentially cumulative effect of treatment histories. Weighting approaches

can consistently estimate either of these effects, while matching and regression—including regres-

sions with xed effects—can only estimate the former. We discuss the array of modeling choices that

comewith such a rich set of causal quantities. Nonparametric approaches are difficult withmore than

a few time periods, so how we model the effect of a treatment’s history will have strong consequences

for the estimated effects.

In terms of identi cation, we discuss research designs that assume sequential ignorability, which

is the TSCS analogue of selection on the observables. e statistical literature has shown that, even

under this assumption, regression and matching methods cannot recover the cumulative effects of

treatment over time (Robins, Hernán, and Brumback, ; Blackwell ). We illustrate this point

by replicating the results from Beck, Katz, and Tucker () on the relationship between democracy

and war in country pairs. Naively analyzing the cumulative effect of democracy over time leads to

the conclusion that democracy actually increases the probability of war. However, when properly

adjusted for dynamic confounding with inverse probability of treatment weighting, the cumulative

effect of democracy again appears to be pacifying.

is paper proceeds as follows. Section  clari es the causal quantities of interest available with

TSCS data. In Section  we describe the assumptions necessary to identify these causal effects. Sec-





tion  discusses the estimation of these quantities for a given time period, and in Section  we high-

light themodeling choices necessary whenwe generalizemultiple time periods. We present the repli-

cation of Beck, Katz, and Tucker () in Section . Finally, Section  concludes with thoughts on

future research.

 Quantities of interest in TSCS data

With TSCS data, we have a treatment or variable of interest and an outcome measured at various

points in time for the same unit, which allows researchers to ask and potentially answer a broader set

of causal questions. In cross-sectional data with a binary treatment, there are a limited number of

counterfactual comparisons to make. For example, if we take country dyads as our unit of analysis,

and we are willing to measure the democracy at the country level as binary, then at a given point in

time, a pair of countries in a dyad are either both democracies or not. As we gather data on these pairs

over time, more interesting possibilities arise: how does the history of institutions in these countries

affect trade or war between them? Does their democratic status today only affect their relations today

or do their recent histories matter as well? e variation over time provides the opportunity and the

challenge of answering these more complex questions.

To x ideas, let Ait be the treatment or independent variable of interest for unit i in time period

t. For simplicity, we focus on the case of a binary treatment so that Ait =  if the unit is treated in

period t and Ait =  if the unit is untreated in period t. We collect all of the treatments for a given

unit into a treatment history, Ai = (Ai, . . . ,AiT), where T is the number of time periods in the study.

For example, wemight have an always treated unit with history (, , . . . , ) or a never treated unit with

history (, , . . . , ) or any combination of these. In addition, we de ne Ait = (Ai, . . . ,Ait) to be the

partial treatment up through time t.

e goal is to estimate causal effects of the treatment on an outcome, Yit, that also varies over time.

We take a counterfactual approach (Rubin, ) and de ne potential outcomes for each time period,

Yit(at), where at is a representative treatment history up through time t. is potential outcome
ede nition of potential outcomes in thismanner requires the StableUnit TreatmentValueAssumption (SUTVA).
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Figure : Treatment History Effect at Time t

represents the value that the outcome would take in period t if country-pair i had followed history at.

Obviously, for any country-pair in any time period, we only observe one of these potential outcomes.

To connect the potential outcomes to the observed outcomes, we make a consistency asssumption.

Namely, we assume that the observed outcome is the potential outcome for the observed history:

Yit = Yit(at) when Ait = at.

With these potential outcomes in hand, we can de ne the causal quantities of interest available

with TSCS data. e most basic quantity is simply the average treatment history effect, or ATHE:

τ(at, a
′
t) = E[Yit(at)− Yit(a′t)]. ()

is quantity is the average difference between the world where all units had history at and the world

where all units had history a′t. For example, we might be interested in the effect of two countries hav-

ing always been democracies versus two countries never being democracies. A graphical depiction

of an ATHE is presented in Figure , where the red arrows correspond to components of the effect.

ese arrows represent all of the effects ofAt,At−,At−, etc. that end up atYt. Note thatmany of these

effects ow through the time-varying covariates, Xt. is point greatly complicates the estimation of

ATHEs and we return to it below.

While the ATHE is the most basic effect with TSCS data, it allows a dynamic complexity that

makes it quite exible. It is clear from the de nition that there are, in fact, many different ATHEs:

one for each pair of treatment histories. As the length of time under study grows, so does the number

is assumption is questionable for the democratic peace application, but we avoid discussing this complication in this
paper in order to focus on the issues regarding TSCS data.

For each of the quantities we present here, there are parallel estimands that condition on baseline (that is, time-
invariant) covariates.





of possible comparisons. In fact, with T time periods, there are T different values of the ATHE for

the outcome in the T period. is large number of comparisons allows a host of causal questions:

does the stability of democracy over time matter for the impact of democracy on war? Is there a

cumulative impact of democratic institutions or is it only the current institutions that matter?

We can de ne other causal quantities beyond the general ATHE. For instance, one speci c class

of treatment history effects is the blip effect for two histories that agree up to time t:

τb(at−) = E[Yit(a
t)− Yit(a

t )|Ai,t− = at−], ()

where a
t = (at−, ) and a

t = (at−, ), so that τb represents the effect of a treatment “blip” in the last

period. For example, this might be the effect of two countries becoming democracies at time t aer

being autocracies for their entire history. is is obviously a special case of the more general ATHE,

where we restrict the two histories to agree up to time t. Every treatment history at time t−, then, has

its own blip effect for time t. We can average across these blip effects to estimate the contemporaneous

effect of treatment (CET) in period t:

τt =
∑

m∈at−

E[Yit(m, )− Yit(m, )|Ai,t− = m] Pr[Ai,t− = m],

=
∑

m∈at−

E[Yit()− Yit()|Ai,t− = m] Pr[Ai,t− = m], ()

where the second line holds due to the consistency assumption. is quantity re ects the effect of

treatment in period t on the outcome in period t, averaging across all of the treatment histories.

us, it would be the expected effect of switching a random country-pair from non-democracies to

democracies in period t. A graphical depiction of a CET is presented in Figure , where the red arrows

correspond to components of the effect. ese arrows represent all of the effects of At in the graph

that end up at Yt. It is common to assume that this effect is constant over time so that τt = τ, but we

could alternatively attempt to estimate the average of this effect over time.

It is crucial to distinguish between these various estimands because the various approaches to

causal inference in TSCS data will identify some of these and not others. In general, we will see

that blip effects and, thus, the CET will be easier to estimate because they require no fundamental
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Figure : Contemporaneous Effect at Time t

changes to current TSCS estimation. Furthermore, some quantities may be more or less useful for

testing theories in political science. In particular, it is important to distinguish whether the ATHE or

the CET more directly addresses a particular theory.

 Causal Assumptions with TSCS Data

One approach to causal inference in TSCS data relies on a “selection on the observables” assumption,

similar to those commonly invoked for cross-sectional data. Beginning with Robins (), scholars

in epidemiology have extended the usual cross-sectional causal inference framework to handle treat-

ments that can vary over time. ese approaches rely on sequential ignorability, which is an assump-

tion that weakens the usual cross-sectional ignorability assumption to allow for time dependence. At

its core, sequential ignorability describes the relationship between the treatment history and a set of

time-varying confounders, Xit, and their history, Xit. It allows for feedback between these histories

so that the covariates can affect and be affected by the treatment. e assumption states that, condi-

tional on the covariate and treatment histories up to time t, the treatment at time t is independent of

the potential outcomes at time t:

Assumption  (Sequential Ignorability). For every action sequences at, covariate history Xit, and time t,

if Ai,t− = at−, then Yit(at) ⊥⊥ Ait|Xit,Ai,t− = at−.

is assumption is weaker than the so-called strict ignorability assumption, which requires the

entire treatment history to be independent of the potential outcomes only conditional on baseline

(or cross-sectional) variables. Strict ignorability rules out the possibility of feedback between the





time-varying covariates and the treatment. For example, this implies that a dispute between two

countries at time t has no effect on their democratic institutions, bilateral trade or alliance status in

the future. For these reasons, this strict ignorability assumption is typically unsuitable for use in TSCS

applications in political science.

Sequential ignorability, on the other hand, allows for feedback between the treatment status and

the time-varying covariates, including the outcome. For instance, sequential ignorability allows for

the democracy of two countries to impact future trade between those countries and for trade to affect

future democratization. us, in this dynamic case, treatments can affect the covariates and so the

covariates also have potential responses: Xit(at−). is dynamic feedback is what complicates the

estimation of ATHEs. Because the treatment can affect these time-varying confounders, the total

effect of treatment becomes the amalgam of effects we see in Figure . We must consider not only

the direct effect of the treatment history on the outcome, but also its indirect effects through the

covariates. For example, democracy might affect disputes directly through its institutional features

but also indirectly through its effect on economic interdependence.

An important type of time-varying covariate in TSCS data is the lagged dependent variable, or

LDV. Usually, scholars worry whether or not the LDV has an effect on the current value of the de-

pendent variable and, if so, how to model that relationship. But if we view the LDV as potentially

a member of Xit, then sequential ignorability requires us to know if the LDV has an effect on the

treatment history as well. For instance, it may be the case that while democracy has a strong effect

on disputes, these same disputes might have an effect on future democracy. If this type of feedback

exists, then a lagged dependent variable must be in the conditioning set Xit and strict ignorability

must be violated. is structure is common in TSCS data and implies that sequential ignorability

may be the weakest possible assumption for many applications.





 How to Estimate Causal Effects for a Single Time Period

. Contemporaneous Effects

To highlight the relevant issues with the identi cation and estimation of the above causal quantities,

we rst investigate the effects for a speci c time period—namely, the effect on the outcome in the nal

period, Yi = YiT. is choice is for exposition and we will generalize it in the next section. Under

sequential ignorability, the last period of treatment, aT, is exactly the same as a typical single-shot

treatment, with the past history of treatment and the covariate history as the usual confounders. And

it is clear that sequential ignorability simpli es to themore usual conditional ignorability assumption

if we evaluate it at time periodT. us, under sequential ignorability, the blip effect of the nal period,

τb(aT−), and the CET for that period, τT, are identi ed by the standard, single-shot causal inference

framework. Of course there is nothing special about the nal time period; we could repeat the same

analysis for the effect of At on any Yt, conditional on the covariate and treatment history.

e above discussion shows that the CET, τT, is just the average treatment effect if we regard

aT, the treatment in the nal period, as the only treatment of interest. us, we can use standard

approaches to estimate τT. One could use a nonparametric estimator such as a matching analysis on

both the treatment history, AT−, and the covariate history, XT− (Ho et al. ). An alternative to

matching would be to run a regression of the nal treatment on the nal outcome, conditional on the

past:

Yi = β + βAiT + A′
i,T−β + X′

i,T−β + εiT, ()

where each unit contributes only their last observation to the regression. Note that the coefficient on

the nal treatment, β, in this regression will not, in general, equal the CET, τT, or even the blip ef-

fect, τb(aT−), unless these effects are constant across units due to what we call the regression weighting

problem or RWP. e RWP is that regression coefficients averages over a different distribution of the

covariates than the average treatment effect. Rather, coefficients are averages weighted by the a unit’s

treatment variance conditional on the covariates, while the ATE averages over the marginal distribu-

tion of the covariates. Unless there are constant treatment effects across units, these two weighting





schemes will produce distinct estimates. is is a standard result that applies to regression estimates

of the average treatment effect as well (see, for example Angrist and Krueger ; Angrist and Pis-

chke ; Aronow and Samii ). It is possible to use these regression estimators to estimate the

CET, though, just as regression estimators can estimate the ATE in the single-shot framework (Im-

bens ). is approach estimates the CET by averaging the predicted effect estimates over the

empirical distribution of the covariates (Ai,T− and Xi,T− in this case) instead of simply interpreting

β as an estimate of the CET.

. Treatment History Effects and IPTW

When we move from contemporaneous effects to cumulative effects, the standard regression and

matching techniques from the last section break down. is is because the conditioning on the co-

variate history, Xi,T−, in () induces post-treatment bias for the effect of the lagged treatment values.

Intuitively, this conditioning blocks the indirect causal pathways from treatment history to outcome,

such as Ai,t− → Xit → Yit. us, using a regression or matching model from the last section and

interpreting the coefficients on lagged values of the treatment as causal will be very misleading. But if

we remove the time-varying covariates to avoid the post-treatment bias, we will surely induce omit-

ted variable bias because the time-varying covariates are important confounders. In general, methods

that condition on time-varying covariates such as regression and matching will be inappropriate for

estimating the effect of the treatment history on the outcome. Note that this bias is present even if

there are constant treatment effects across units so that the regression weighting problem is not an

issue.

ere are several methods for estimating ATHEs, though they are quite rare in political science.

e easiest to implement of these is to write amodel for themarginal mean of the potential outcomes,

called a marginal structural model or MSM. Again, focusing on the effect on the nal outcome, the

MSM would be

E[Yi(a)] = g(a; β), ()
is includes lags of the treatment, but also any function of the lags, such as the cumulative sum of treatment or the

number periods since the last treated period.





where the function g operates similarly to a link function in a generalized linear model. For instance,

we might take g to be linear for a continuous outcome and depend only on an additive combination

of the treatment for the current period and the rst two lags,

g(a; β) = β + βAT + βAT− + βAT−, ()

or we might take g to have a logistic form for a binary outcome,

g(a; β) =
exp(β + βAT + βAT− + βAT−)

 + exp(β + βAT + βAT− + βAT−)
. ()

In both of these cases, we havemade restrictions on how the history of treatment affects the outcome.

In particular, treatmentsmore than  periods before the nal outcome are assumed to have no impact

on that outcome. ere are other ways to map the treatment history to the outcome, such as the

cumulative number of treated periods, sum(Ai) =
∑T

t= Ait. is allows for the entire history of

treatment to affect the outcome in a structured, low-dimensional way. Under any of these models, an

ATHE becomes:

τ(a, a′) = g(a; β)− g(a′; β). ()

Of course, the choice of the MSM will place restrictions on the ATHEs that we can estimate. A MSM

that is a function of only the cumulative treatment, for instance, implies that τ(a, a′) =  if a and a′

have the same number of treated periods, even if their sequence differs.

eseMSMs lack any reference to time-varying covariates, Xi. us, if one simply estimates these

models with observed data, there will be omitted variable bias in the estimated effects. Fortunately,

the causal parameters of these models are estimable using a extension of the propensity score weight-

ing approach (Robins, Hernán, and Brumback, ; Blackwell ). In this MSM approach, we

adjust for time-varying covariates using the propensity score weights, not the outcome model itself

because, as described above, including such covariates in that model induces post-treatment bias.

e weighting removes the causal effects from the time-varying covariates to the treatments, so that

omitting these variables in the reweighted data produces no omitted variable bias. is approach

works because, similar to nonparametric matching, weighting ensures that the there is balance in the

time-varying covariates across different treatment histories.





Of course, this inverse probability of treatmentweighting (IPTW) approach to estimatingmarginal

structural models depends on a number of assumptions, which may be quite strong in some applica-

tions. First, sequential ignorability must hold for an observed set of covariates, Xi. Second, we must

assume that positivity holds, here de ned to mean that

 < Pr[Ait = |Xit = xt,Ai,t− = at−] <  ∀t, xt, at−, ()

so that it is possible for units to receive treatment at every time period and every possible combination

of covariate and treatment histories. is assumption is similar to the common support and overlap

conditions in the matching literature. ird, we assume that we have a consistent model for the

probability of treatment, conditional on the past:

P̂r[Ait = |Xit,Ai,t−; α̂N] →p Pr[Ait = |Xit,Ai,t−]. ()

Here α̂N is an estimator for the coefficients of a model for the probability of Ait conditional on the

covariate and treatment histories. ismight be simply a pooled logit model or a generalized additive

model with a exible functional form. In general, though, we need amodel that is correct in the sense

that its predicted values converge to the true propensity scores.

We use these predicted probabilities to construct weights for each unit-period:

ŜWi =
T∏
t=

P̂r[Ait|Ai,t−; γ̂]
P̂r[Ait|Ai,t−,Xit; α̂]

. ()

e denominator of each term in the product is the predicted probability of observing unit i’s ob-

served treatment status in time t (Ait), conditional on that unit’s observed treatment and covariate

histories. When we multiply this over time, it is the probability of seeing this unit’s treatment history

conditional on the time-varying covariates. is feature of the IPTW—weighting by the inverse of

the probability of the observed treatment—is what inspires its name. e numerators here stabilize

the weights to make sure they are not too variable, which can lead to poor nite sample performance.

e numerator is of the same form as the denominator, but with time-varying covariates omitted

from the propensity score model. Note that we must build up these weights over time even though

we are focusing on the ATHEs for the last outcome.





Under these assumptions, the expectation of Yi conditional on Ai in the reweighted data is equal

to the MSM:

ESW[Yi|Ai = a,Xi] = E[Yi(a)|Xi]. ()

Here ESW[·] is the expectation in the reweighted data. is implies that we can estimate ATHEs by

simply running a weighted least squares regression of the outcome on the treatment history and any

baseline covariates with ŜWi as the weights. e coefficients on the components of Ai from this re-

gression will have a causal interpretation (Robins, Hernán, and Brumback, ). For this case of

a single time-period outcome, the usual standard errors estimates, ignoring the estimation of the

weights, will be conservative estimates of the true standard errors. is holds because the estimation

of the weights actually increases the efficiency of theMSM estimator so that ignoring their estimation

only increases the standard error estimates (Robins, ).

IPTW and MSMs are not the only way to estimate historical effects. Other estimation strategies

rely explicitly on the g-computational formula, which uses the entire joint distribution of the data,

outcomes and time-varying covariates, to estimate any causal effect (Robins, Greenland, and Hu,

). ere are a number of ways to implement the g-computational formula, including structurally

nested models and Bayesian simulation. is approach is very exible, but it generally requires a

model for the distribution of the covariates over time, which can be a large burden for empirical

researchers who view these covariates as simply a tool to control for potential bias. Moreover, the

dimension of these covariates can be quite large. Robins () and Robins, Greenland, and Hu

() discuss some of the tradeoffs involved in choosing among these methods. Note that all of

these approaches assume sequential ignorability.

 e Promises and Pitfalls of Repeated Outcome Measurements

Of course, most TSCS studies usemore than just the outcome for the last time periodwhen estimating

causal effects. ere are a number of reasons for this, but on a basic level, the choice of the last period

outcome as the outcome is a bit arbitrary. Nothing would stop us from choosing the outcome from

any other year as the outcome variable, and this along with other considerations may lead the analyst





toward a model with repeated outcomes. However, the use of a repeated outcomes creates a number

of complications for the estimation of CETs and ATHEs, the most immediate of which is that these

quantities are no longer uniquely de ned: there is a CET and an ATHE de ned for outcome variable

at each point in time. In this section, we clarify exactly how to use and explore the existence of

repeated outcomes to strengthen the estimation of causal effects.

. Contemporaneous Effects with Repeated Measurements

e estimation of CETs with repeated outcomes has been covered extensively in the political science

literature (see Beck and Katz () for a review), but we review certain aspects here that are relevant

to the estimation ATHEs with repeated outcomes. First, as noted above, one could estimate differ-

ent CETs for the outcome in each year, although usually an assumption is made that allows some

amount of pooling across years. Most simply, we might assume that the CET is the same for all years,

although this can be relaxed. Second, even if we assumed that the CET were the same for all years,

when estimating this time-constant CET, we would have to account for the dependence in the out-

come variable across time. To some extent, this concern may be ameliorated by the control variables

that are included in order to justify sequential ignorability. For example, we might assume that the

lagged dependent variable must be included in the model in order to identify the causal effect and

the inclusion of this variable would also alleviate some of the concerns regarding dependence over

time (Beck and Katz, ). Further concerns about independence can oen be addressed using a

robust approach such as GEE (Liang and Zeger ; Zeger and Liang ).

. Treatment History Effects with Repeated Measurement

e estimation of CETs with repeated outcomes is simpli ed by the fact that the treatment regimes

associated with a CET are the same up to t− . Although the CET for time t will be associated with

a longer treatment regime than the CET for time t − , both CETs will be concerned with a change

in the treatment only in the nal period, and hence it is interpretable to pool these CETs across time.

In contrast, ATHEs will not be generally comparable across time, because the ATHE for time t will

be associated with a longer treatment regime than the CET for time t − . For example, when t = 





we might consider the ATHE E[Yi(, ) − Yi(, )], but it is not possible to construct an analogous

ATHE for t =  with sum(Ai) =
∑t

k= Ait =  for two different treatment histories. erefore, in

some sense when we decide to pool ATHEs across time, we restrict the space of possible contrasts

and MSMs that we might consider.

It is helpful to consider two basic MSMs (and extensions) that allow pooling across time, and

to consider what assumptions these MSMs imply about the ATHEs. For simplicity we present only

linear models here, but the issues are analogous for non-linear models.

Recall the linear MSM considered above,

E[Yit(a)] = β + βAt + βAt− + βAt−, ()

is MSM assumes that treatments more than two periods prior do not affect the mean outcome in

time t. erefore, as long as the outcomes from t =  and t =  are not used in the analysis, this

MSM will be comparable across repeated outcomes.

In contrast, consider the cumulative MSM,

E[Yit(a)] = β + β

t∑
k=

Aik, ()

isMSMallows treatments frommore than twoperiods ago to affect themean outcomeby assuming

that only the sum of treatments will affect the mean outcome in time t. is MSM is also comparable

for different t, although the sum will have more terms as t grows, and therefore it is typical to include

a time term in this model. For example, we might include time additively in the following manner,

E[Yit(a)] = β + β

t∑
k=

Ait + βt, ()

is allows some heterogeneity of the MSM across time periods, although it still assumes a constant

ATHE across time.

Finally, we might want to allow the current treatment to be modeled differently than past treat-

ments, so we could use hybrids of these MSMs.

E[Yit(a)] = β + βAit + β

(t−)∑
k=

Aik + βt, ()





is MSM allows the treatment in the current period to have an effect separate from the cumulative

effect for the other periods.

Finally, note that we can allow much more heterogeneity in time for the MSM. It is possible to in-

clude splines or other smoothers for time in order to allow non-linear heterogeneity in the MSM. It is

also possible to include interactions between the treatment terms and the time terms in order to allow

heterogeneity in the ATHEs across time. Both of these options will be explored in the application.

 Application: e long arm of history in the Liberal Peace

Beck, Katz, and Tucker () (BKT, hereaer) present a method for handling TSCS data with a

binary outcome that allows for exible temporal dependence in the outcome. ey demonstrate this

approach on the “Liberal Peace” models of Oneal and Russet (), showing that democracy has a

strong impact on disputes between countries. BKT, however, focus on the contemporaneous effect

of treatment: what is the effect of the democratic institutions of two countries now on con ict in the

two countries now? In this section, we show that, if a scholar were to naively use BKT’s model to

estimate the historical, cumulative effect of democracy, they would reach a fundamentally different

conclusion than the previous literature: that democracy has no effect on disputes. We show, however,

that this conclusion is entirely due to the incorrect handling of time-varying confounders in a TSCS

model with lagged treatment variables. Once we adjust for these time-varying confounder via an

IPTW approach, the ameliorating effects of long-term democracy are quite clear.

BKT build on the basic model of Oneal and Russet () (OR) that models the presence of a

dispute between two dyad members as a function of various features of that dyad. e main variables

of interest are the Polity score of the less democratic member of the dyad (“Democracy”) and the

ratio of dyadic trade to GDP for the less trade-oriented member (“Trade”). Both papers control for

several control variables, including, the lesser of the rates of economic growth (“Growth”), whether

the member of the dyad are allies (“Allies”), whether or not the countries share a border (“Contigu-

ous”), and the ratio of material capabilities as measured by the Correlates ofWar (“Capability Ratio”).
Of course, we are stipulating to all of the modeling assumptions being made in BKT.





Note that, of these controls, only Contiguous remains xed over time; all others vary over time, al-

beit sometimes very slowly. Both OR and BKT employ a logistic regression pooled over time and

BKT advocate for and include cubic splines of the time since last dispute (“Peace Years”) to allow for

temporal dependence. ese splines allow for the time to last dispute to have a exible relationship

with current disputes. In what follows below, we adopt the basic approach of Table , Column II in

BKT, which includes Peace Year splines and drops ongoing years of a dispute from the data.

To highlight the issues involved, we make a few adjustments to the basic BKT model. First, we

rst dichotomize democracy into two categories: democracy and autocracy, and let the treatment,

Ait, be one  if both countries in a dyad are democracies. We call this variable Democracy Blip as

it refers to one blip of democracy in that dyad’s history, or Ait in the notation above. In Table ,

we run the above BKT speci cation with Democracy Blip in place of Democracy. Notice that the

contemporaneous democratic peace result is represented by the parameter in the rst row, and the

standard result holds. Democratic dyads in a given year are less likely to have con icts in that same

year—conditional on the other variables in the model. Now suppose we want to address the question

ofwhether a long history of a dyad being democraticmakes con ict less likely. To assess this, we create

a variable that measure the past history of democracy. For this application, we choose the cumulative

sum of previous years with democratic blips (Cumulative Democracyt−): sum(Ai,t−) =
∑t−

s= Ais.

is represents a relative simple, but powerful dynamic hypothesis: how does con ict vary with the

rich history of democracy of two nations?

Suppose however that we naively include the cumulative democracy variable in the regression

model. e results for this misspeci ed model are presented in the second column of Table , and

the effect of the history of democracy appears to increase the probability of war. is would be an

odd result, implying that democracy this year has a negative effect, but past democracy actually has a

positive effect. However, the problem with this analysis is the inclusion of time varying confounders
We note that Beck () has recently updated this advice to account for more modern approaches to smoothing.

As the type of smoothing is not pertinent to our discussion, we will continue with the original recommendation from
BKT.

We use the Polity score of  as the cutoff value for this treatment. e major claims of Beck, Katz, and Tucker ()
still hold aer creating this binary treatment variable.





such as Growth in the model. Even if we assume that Growth in year t is causally prior to Democracy

in year t, Growth in year t is certainly post-treatment to previous years of Democracy. Furthermore,

the Peace-Year Splines actually represent a strong post-treatment confounder because they are a func-

tion of the lagged dependent variable. If past democracy affected these past disputes (and, thus, the

number of peace years), then there is strong post-treatment bias in the estimates from the second

column of Table .

In order to address the problem of variables that are simultaneously pre- and post-treatment to

cumulative democracy, we remove all time varying conditioning variables from the BKT model in

order to specify anMSMas in (). In order to take account of the time varying conditioning variables,

we specify IPTWs as in (). We use a generalized additive model with a logit link for the probabil-

ity of a dyad being Democratic in each time period, with the time varying conditioning variables:

Growth, Allies, Capability Ratio, Trade, measures of Past Democracy, a spline for Calendar Year, and

a spline for Peace Years. e results for this model are presented in Column  of Table . For the

numerator of the weights, we run the same model, only including Past Democracy and the spline for

Calendar Year. We then run a GEE model with a logisitic link based on (), weighted according to

(). Standard errors are the so-called “robust” standard errors, which take into consideration the

clustering by dyad. is model can be seen in the third column of Table , where the only condi-

tioning variables remaining are the constant and a spline for years since the dyad’s rst appearance in

the sample. We also explored speci cations that allowed for heterogeneous ATHEs across time, but

none of these showed signi cant deviations across time.

In the MSM, countries with a more robust history of democracy are less likely to have con icts

aer adjusting for the other time-varying variables, as we would expect. is model highlights the

bias of themisspeci edmodel, where the implicit inclusion of the lagged dependent variable (through

the Peace Year Splines) induced post-treatment bias for the effect of Cumulative Past Democracy. To

see why this bias occurs, imagine we condition on a speci c number of years since the last dispute, say

one. e number of Peace Years refers to the number of years either since the last dispute or since the
Robins (), relying on Robins, Rotnitzky, and Zhao (), shows that this procedure is a conservative estimate

of the true standard errors, since estimating the weights actually increases the efficiency of the estimator.





DV: Dispute DV: Democracy Blip

Blip Misspeci ed Weighted Weighting
Model Cumulative Model MSM Model
() () () ()

Democracy Blip −.∗∗∗ −.∗∗∗ −.∗
(.) (.) (.)

Cumulative Democracyt− .∗∗∗ −.∗∗
(.) (.)

Growth −. −.∗∗ .∗∗∗
(.) (.) (.)

Allies −.∗∗∗ −.∗∗∗ .∗∗∗
(.) (.) (.)

Contiguous .∗∗∗ .∗∗∗ −.∗
(.) (.) (.)

Capability Ratio −.∗∗∗ −.∗∗∗ .
(.) (.) (.)

Trade −. −.∗ .∗∗∗
(.) (.) (.)

Democracy Blipt− .∗∗∗
(.)

Cumulative Democracyt− .∗∗∗
(.)

Constant −.∗∗∗ −.∗∗∗ −.∗∗∗ −.∗∗∗
(.) (.) (.) (.)

Peace-Year Splines ✓ ✓ ✓
Calendar-Year Splines ✓
Dyad-Year Splines ✓
IPTW Weights ✓

N ,  ,  ,  , 
∗p < .; ∗∗p < .; ∗∗∗p < .

Table : Estimating the cumulative historical effect of democracy on disputes between countries. Dependent
variable for the rst three models is whether or not there was a dispute between the dyad members in that
year. First two columns are logit models and the third column is a logistic marginal structural model, t by
generalized estimating equations with inverse probability of treatment weights and cluster-robust standard
errors. e weights are based on the model in the last column.

dyad entered the sample, if no con ict has yet occurred. us, among these dyads with one year of

peace, there are two types: the dyads who just went to war a year ago and the dyads that that entered

the sample a year ago. In this group, then, a high number of years with democracy indicates that they





are likely many years into the sample and, thus, more likely to have just experienced a dispute. And

because past disputes are correlated with future disputes, this creates a positive, spurious correlation

between Cumulative Past Democracy and Disputes, conditional on Peace Years. e MSM with

IPTW never conditions on the number of Peace Years in the outcome model and adjusts for their

bias through the weights. us, it avoids these types of spurious post-treatment bias issues while still

eliminating omitted variable bias.

In this example, we took the continuous (or ordered categorical) variable Democracy and re-

placed with its binary counterpart Democracy Blip. An IPTW approach can accommodate non-

binary treatments, but the weights produced with continuous treatments tend to be unstable and

lead to inefficiency. Causal inference is about ensuring units across treatment statuses are compa-

rable, either by randomization or by adjustment. e more treatment statuses there are, the more

difficult this task will be. Dichotomization can introduce additional bias if the effect of the original,

continuous treatment has a direct effect that does not ow through its binary counterpart. us, the

choice of how exactly to model the treatment involves a bias-variance tradeoff. Here, for exposition,

we show the simplest possible way to weight, with a binary treatment, but future research should

focus on how this tradeoff might affect our inferences.

 Conclusion

In this paper we have demonstrated how causal inference becomes complicated with time-series

cross-sectional data. We have shown that weighting approaches can recover effect estimates across a

wide array of estimands. We reviewed some of the different causal parameters of potential interest in

TSCS data—clarifying the difference between contemporaneous effects and treatment history effects.

We also reviewed different approaches to the estimation of these effects, highlighting the inability of

regression based methods to identify treatment history effects, both in theory and in an important

application to the literature on the Liberal Peace.
ere are ways to avoid this issue by changing the modeling strategy or by dropping any observations that follow a

rst dispute. ese approaches, though, change the fundamental quantities of interest.





In this paper, we focused on the usual sequential ignorability assumption as commonly invoked in

epidemiology. Many TSCS applications in political science rely on a “ xed effects” assumption that

there is time-constant, unmeasured heterogeneity in units. Linear models can easily handle these

types of assumptions, though nonlinear xed effects models pose greater difficulties. Estimating the

above causal quantities with thesemodels, however, remains elusive except under strong assumptions

like strict (not sequential) ignorability (Chernozhukov et al. ; Imai and Kim ; Sobel ).

Future work should investigate how causal estimation could proceed under a unit-speci c version

of sequential ignorability, where the key assumption only holds within units. Estimators that exploit

this assumption could bring together the rich set of causal quantities with the attractive within-unit

variation of TSCS data.
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